The STING of death in T cells
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The cells of the innate immune system use a
signaling pathway comprising STING (Stimulator of
interferon genes) to detect DNA from invading
viruses and fight them. However, it is unknown if
STING triggers the same or different responses in
cells of the adaptive immune system, such as T
cells. EPFL scientists have now shown that T cells
have an "unconventional" STING response, which
manifests as apoptotic cell death. The work, which
may have implications for the treatment T cellderived malignancies, is published in Nature
Communications.
Innate immune system
The innate immune system is our first line of
defense, made up of cells that quickly identify
pathogens such as DNA from viruses. To do this,
these cells use receptors that can identify nucleic
acids—the building blocks of DNA—that in turn
activate a signaling molecule called STING.

delivering a small molecule that activates the STING
pathway prevents the growth of T cell-derived
tumors in live animals.
The work shows an unanticipated connection
between the magnitude of STING signaling and its
ability to elicit different responses. This may allow
for cell-type-adjusted behaviors in the presence of
internal or external insults such as infections or
oxidative stress.
The study uncovers a novel, non-immune effect of
the STING pathway whereby it induces a different
effect in cells of the adaptive immune system (T
cells) than its effect in cells of the innate immune
system. The fact that this effect is pro-apoptotic and
is maintained even in cancerous T cells in vivo
open up significant possibilities for treating T-cell
lymphomas in the future.
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(cytokines) that help cells communicate with each
other, as well as other cell-activating processes
that fight off the infecting pathogen. But what we
don't know whether the STING response produces Provided by Ecole Polytechnique Federale de
different outcomes between different cell types.
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The STING of death
The lab of Andrea Ablasser at EPFL looked at the
consequences of the STING pathway in T cells.
Their analysis found that STING triggers the
expression of BH3-only proteins—well known to be
involved in cell death—which induces apoptosis in
cells, as opposed to the production of cytokines
such as interferons, which stimulate immune
responses.
Interestingly, the researchers also found that this
pro-apoptotic effect exists in cancerous T cells,
such as the ones that cause T-cell lymphomas,
which account for about a tenth of non-Hodgkin
lymphomas. The EPFL scientists found that
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